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Sometimes leaders get in the way. When they do…bad things
happen.
They bottleneck decisions – people get frustrated
They fail to communicate – people become cynical
They put process before progress – people disengage
They put their ego first – people become self-centered
They fail to honor their word – people become passive
aggressive
When they get out-of-the-way. Beautiful things happen.
Think about some of your favorite leaders. Were they in the
way? Literally…did people have to go through them to get
things done? Did they try to control people or outcomes or did
they connect with bright people, provide a mission worth
achieving, intervene selectively and get out-of-the-way?
5 Reasons to Get Out of the Way
1. When you get out-of-the-way you develop new leaders.
Only by giving other people the opportunity to step into
the gap do you provide the soil for leaders to emerge.

If you are in the way, potential leaders leave or are
lost. Leaders grow through doing.
2. When you get out-of-the-way innovation has space to
breathe. The best leader provide a clear vision, one
that inspires and challenges, and then allows people to
be creative in how to reach the goal. Case in point –
JFK’s vision to put a man on the moon by the end of the
decade.
3. When you get out-of-the-way you improve your line of
sight. When you step aside and let others take on the
challenge you allow yourself to move around and see the
opportunity from different points of view. This enables
you to coach, intervene, realign, set expectations, etc.
without blocking the progress of others.
4. When you get out-of-the-way you create a climate of
trust. As you extend trust, and then act in alignment
with the organization’s core values, the team not only
develops trust in your leadership but also trust in
themselves and each other. You are the beacon of trust.
People look to you for how it should be done.
5. When you get out-of-the-way you expand your influence.
By enabling people to carry the dream or drive the
vision forward without your direct control you multiply
the capacity for progress and your ideas have greater
impact. You haven’t stopped leading; you are just not
pulling the strings. Puppets aren’t your friend.
Here’s the challenge, ready?
Ask your team if you are in the way, where you are in the way
and when you are in the way. Push them for an honest answer.
If the answer is yes, take down your orange cones, your
crossing gates and your barricades and get out-of-the-way. I
promise it’s a risk worth taking. ® Scott Mabry, All rights
reserved
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